COMPANY OVERVIEW
TACFLOW ACADEMY is a team of likeminded professionals who are dedicated to teaching Reality Based Training for law enforcement, military, security professionals & responsible
citizens since 2009. With home bases in Arizona and Texas, our strategic partnerships & ability
to travel to the customer as Mobile Training Teams (MTT) has allowed us to have a worldwide
reach, successfully bringing invaluable training directly to students that would have otherwise
not been able to attend courses.
What sets Tacflow apart from most other training companies is our instructors, their proprietary reality based curriculum, &their unwavering sense of duty & responsibility to share those
lessons learned that could help save lives. Our team has been carefully hand selected for their
varied backgrounds, expertise, & commitment to excellence. Most training companies fall into
one of two models- those who are friends in the service & form a business together after they
get out, & those who hire random instructors off resumes to fill contracts in a plug-and-play
scenario. We do neither. Our team is comprised of operators who not only have remarkable
resumes individually, but their teaching style and progressive mentality ensures that every
course taught under the Tacflow banner will be of the highest caliber. You will never leave feeling like you just took yet another course that regurgitated the same information in a different
package.
From 2009 to 2014, Tacflow was honored to serve as the exclusive CQC training partner of Craft
International, the training company founded by former Navy SEAL Chris Kyle. After his passing,
the lead instructors for Craft found a home under Tacflow.

FEATURED TRAINING CATALOG
LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
OPEN ENROLLMENT TRAINING
MILITARY TRAINING
SECURITY PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

HOSTING & LOCATION INFORMATION

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
In addition to private customizable training programs, we offer many proprietary Law Enforcement
Profession Specific Courses, which require a minimum of active or reserve Law Enforcement or Military status. Our team understands the responsibilities and limitations specific to law enforcement
professionals, and that it is important for students with limited training time and funds to receive
training that takes their unique professional needs, the force continuum, priorities of life, and departmental policies and procedures into account. Some courses cover advanced skills, and require
additional stricter pre-requisites prior to enrollment.

» F E AT U R E D C L O S E Q U A R T E R C O U R S E S
COMBATIVE TRANSITIONS TO YOUR FIREARM™
Three (3) Day Course
This course focuses on foot work congruent to both the combative and
shooting world utilizing SACP™, along with principals allowing the operator
to understand and recognize “true” violence within their opponent, and respond effectively while creating time, distance & opportunity to retain or
employ their firearm. It also gives options to containment and suspect controls when applicable.
Course developed by Rigo Durazo for Patrol, SWAT team members, Undercover Agents, and Dignitary Personnel.

ENTRY TEAM CONCEPTS
Five (5) Day Course
TACFLOW Entry Team Concepts (formerly SWAT Concepts with Structural
Alignment Combative Principles SACP™) focuses on high-risk tactics such as
Hostage Rescue Techniques, Building Clearing, Close-Quarter Combatives
and shooting principles. Options include introducing low light and shield
team movement. This is principle-based training is meant to address
trained/organized multiple-threats such as terrorist and domestic terrorist
attacks.
This course is regularly held as a closed course option and customized to fit
the unique needs of the agency hosting the course. Force on force, range
drills, and combatives are all addressed.
Course developed by Rigo Durazo and Chris Trapp.

PREVAILING AGAINST EDGED WEAPONS
Two (2) Day Course
Students will begin with understanding the principles of knives. They will
then move on to how to survive the initial attack, and how to identify the
level of intent in their opponent. They will learn how to erase intent by creating distance, disarms, or transitioning to their firearm.
This course is designed by Rigo Durazo for all officer levels- Patrol, Department of Corrections, Undercover, and Dignitary personnel.
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PATROL GROUND FIGHTING/ COUNTER GRAPPLING™
Two (2) or Three (3) Day Course
This Patrol officer course addresses the threat of modern MMA and sport
grappling which is so popular today. Students are shown how violence is
used to overcome grappling techniques meant to choke you unconscious,
break bones or dislocate joints. These techniques are based on body mechanics and work regardless of size or physicality.
Course developed by Instructors Ed Morales and Rigo Durazo.

LAW ENFORCEMENT COMBATIVE CARBINE WITH SACP™
Three (3) to Five (5) Day Course
This course deals with rifle failures, how to use your rifle as a weapon system, and how to transition to other weapon systems such as secondary firearms, natural technology (hands), back to firearms.
This course is designed by Rigo Durazo for Patrol Rifle and SWAT operators.

UC COMBATIVE TRANSITIONS TO YOUR FIREARM FROM CONCEALMENT &
VEHICLE FIGHTING
Four (4) Day Course
Learn how to create time, distance, & opportunity to deploy your firearm
from a concealed position. This Tacflow™ course focuses on foot work congruent to both the combative and shooting world utilizing SACP™, along with
principals allowing the operator to understand and recognize “true” violence
within their opponent. Students will work through multiple engagements
and disarms. Training is not based on muscle science and mere aggression,
but on ‘real intelligence’ which can be utilized by officers of smaller stature.
This course will incorporate how to fight inside of a vehicle. Fighting against
edged weapons, firearms and natural weapons until rescue is complete. Students will learn how to conduct officer rescues from a vehicle, rescue team
tasks and responsibilities.
Designed by Rigo Durazo and Edward Morales for Undercover Agents and
good for close protection, plain clothes, and off duty officers.

PATROL LOW LIGHT & BUILDING SEARCHES
Two (2) or Three (3) Day Course
During the Patrol Low Light & Building Searches course students will learn
the concepts of Structural Alignment Combative Principles™ (SACP) as well
as Patrol uses of low light and suspect controls with low light. Students will
also practice Patrol shooting engagements with low light & Patrol building
searches.
Designed by Chris Trapp for Patrol.
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» F E AT U R E D S N I P E R C O U R S E S
POLICE SNIPER RESPONSE TO A PUBLIC VENUE™
Four (4) Day Course
This is a 4-day 40 hour course. The PSRPV™ Course is an advanced course &
is NOT for the beginning Police Sniper. The course is conducted in a true
advanced manner & students will need to show proficiency at every stage.
PSRPV™ was designed to be the cornerstone for Public Venue Response &
Deployment for SWAT teams. Optimally designed for a Police Sniper that is
experienced and/or in an instructor role and has excellent skills of marksmanship and fieldcraft. The course is conducted in a crawl, walk, run progression. Students will be challenged with round accountability & physical
conditioning. Expect to move in kit with a purpose. The course is ideal for
agencies that are responsible for public safety at public venues where large
crowds attend & could be the target of a domestic or international attack via
gunfire, explosives and/or vehicle ramming attacks. Students will learn not
only the role of the Police Sniper in Overwatch Positions, but also Best Practices for SWAT teams & other work groups. New skill sets will be developed
throughout & emphasized at the venue. Students will be required to successfully pass the range day before being allowed to live fire in the venue.
Upon successful completion of the course, students will have the confidence
through both training and documentation to intervene and protect citizens
at public venues.
Course developed by Instructor Mark Lang.

50 CAL HARD TARGET WEAPONS OPERATOR/INSTRUCTOR
Four (4) Day Course
This course is designed for police agencies who are wanting to begin a 50
Cal Program or have a 50 Cal rifle & need formal training with an emphasis
on SWAT deployment. Current terrorist trends indicate a need for this capability now more than ever as we continue to see vehicles used as weapons
against the public. Day 1 will be spent creating a base line level to operate
from. Days 2-4 will focus on Instructor Development to include: 50 Cal/338
Rifle Standards; Proper Ammunition Selection/Usage. Range Planning, Design & Safety; Terminal Ballistic Testing & Evaluation Overwatch Position
(OP) Justification; Deployment & Practicals; Case Studies of 50/338 SWAT
Interdiction (SOP); Qual Course & SOP Design; & Sustaining a Large Caliber
Program.
Course developed by Mark Lang.

ADVANCED RURAL SNIPER COURSE
Five (5) Day Course
This course is designed as a Rural Sniper School that will push you out of
your comfort zone, students should have completed at least a basic school
prior to attending this course. This course will cover Moving targets at extended distances, hostage situations; hide building/selection, stalking, tracking, survival in rural areas, ballistics, MOA/ MIL conversions, shot placement,
positional shooting, support side shooting, gear selection, distance shooting
to 1000 yards, low light & night time engagements and multiple team drills.
Course developed by Tyler Ellsworth and Jeff Chang.
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ADVANCED URBAN SNIPER
Five (5) Day Course
The Urban Sniper course is designed to enable the sniper to plan and conduct covert urban operations and training within their employment zone.
The class starts with a revision of the basic employment principles of the
sniper and progresses to encompass all the relevant skills associated with
the complex and dangerous world of urban operations, including the skills
of covert surveillance , OP construction, and the limitations and unique decision making realities of working within populated civilian areas.
Course developed by Jeff Chang and Tyler Ellsworth

SNIPER TEAM LEADER
Three (3) Day Course
The Sniper Team Leader Course is a 30-hour curriculum designed to break
through the institutional inertia that police sniper teams and sniper team
leaders may face on today’s SWAT Teams. Designed to assist Team Leaders
in areas of sustainment, training, documentation, gear selection and selling
your sniper teams abilities for all missions. Core blocks of instruction will
cover the mission of the Police Sniper, selection process for potential snipers, training programs, and exposure to multiple qualification courses of
fire. Students will learn how to develop qualification courses to meet state
reporting requirements and implement specialized sniper training into your
current program. Weapon system, riflescope and ammunition selection will
be discussed in depth. The course will have an actual live fire ballistic gelatin
test for your current ammunition to compare with others. Sniper mission
planning, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s) for various related items
such as offsite live fire training will be covered as well as Special Application
Rifles to include the 50 Caliber.
Course developed by Sean Harris

BASIC SNIPER COURSE
Four (4) to Five (5) Day Course
This course is designed for new members of a team to learn the basics of
the rifle, and become both proficient and safe in its deployment. The course
covers the fundamentals expected and necessary to successfully function
and understand the concepts, theories, and techniques they will face as a
police sniper.
This course is currently only available as a Mobile Training Team Option, as
our instructors volunteer their time teaching annual basic courses for their
respective local tactical Associations- the Arizona Tactical Officers Association & the Texas Tactical Police Officers Association, and at their respective
agencies. If your agency or state does not offer these options, we will work
directly with your department and put together a course to meet your specific needs.
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To date, our team has trained law enforcement officers & military personnel
from well over 200 agencies at home & abroad.

» F E AT U R E D S P E C I A LT Y C O U R S E S
POLICE PROTECTIVE DETAIL– DIGNITARY PROTECTION FOR LE™
Five (5) Day Course
This 5-day, 40-hour program is designed to provide law enforcement personnel with the knowledge, skills and abilities to conduct protective operations for dignitaries, witnesses, public officials and other persons who require this specialized service due to imminent threats to their safety (ex: Asset protection, high-profile witness protection, protective detail for detectives/officers who have received death threats or whose safety is at risk as a
result of their assignment, transporting high-risk prisoners, and UC officer
protection during large events or protests). Students will receive both classroom and hands on training that will culminate with them functioning as a
team while they conduct a simulated full-scale protective operation.
Upon successfully completing this program, students will be able to conduct
protective operations for their agency to include threat identification and
assessment, conducting advance operations, coordinating and performing
motorcade operations and other protective detail functions, designing and
establishing site security and planning security at special events. Students
will also be able to perform support functions and be able to provide assistance to other agencies, including Secret Service.
Course developed by Pete Wechsler and Rigo Durazo.

AERIAL PLATFORM
Two (2) or Three (3) Day Course
Tacflow’s Aerial Platform Course brings formalized training to SWAT teams
and Aircrews who are wanting to begin a AP program or expand and validate their current program. A Police Aerial Platform program allows for
more than just firing from a helicopter if needed, it also provides for protective overwatch from the air for police officers on the ground and support for
SWAT operators during operations. As vehicular attacks continue to occur by
terrorist’s, the aerial option gives SWAT Commanders the ability to use a
safe method to stop or mitigate these threats. During the course students
are taught multiple approaches to target(s) and are taught the ‘how and
why’ regarding the projectiles ballistic trajectory from this platform. The
course also covers safety, aircraft set-up, SWAT/Aircrew roles, communications and rapid deployment. Course length is determined by student to aircraft ratio. Our Tacflow Aerial Platform Instructors are SWAT Operators who
actively deploy in this role at their respective agencies.
Moving Platform uses the proprietary information from Dr. Lyman Hazelton
(www.empyrealsciences.com)
Course developed by Mark Lang.
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SWAT RESPONSE TO A PUBLIC VENUE™ (SRPV™)
Three (3) or Four (4) Day Course
The proactive protection of public venues cannot be achieved with police
snipers alone. The quick and efficient response to stop or mitigate domestic
or international terrorist attacks at public venues requires formalized training. This course emphasizes the four main components of proactive venue
protection that are necessary for operational success. SWAT Operators, Police Snipers, Tactical Bomb Tech Integration and Command & Control. Each
component has a valuable role in stopping or mitigating terrorist attacks to
include vehicular ramming attacks. This cannot be achieved without fully
integrated training at the venue that that is to be protected. Instructors will
teach each component their role and integrate all three in a broad spectrum
of reality based training (RBT) at the venue. SWAT Operators will conduct all
scenarios with non-lethal training ammunition (NLTA) in Live Target Engagement (LTE) under controlled conditions. The police sniper component has
the option to be conducted in a live fire manner if PSRPV™ has been previously taught to the students. The goal of the course is the complete integration of the SWAT team through training and documentation to safeguard
public venues and the citizens that attend. RBT equipment to be provided by
hosting agency. Course length is dependent upon selected venue(s).
Course developed by Instructor Mark Lang.

MISSION SPECIFIC RAPPELLING COURSE
Three (3) Day Course
Life or Death emergency situations occur regularly and the tactical team has
no control over the location the suspect chooses. Your team needs the
proper training and experience to complete the mission no matter where or
how high the location. Mission Specific Rappelling (MSR) is not a beginner or
basic class. Tacflow’s MSR class teaches just what the name says, rappel tactics for a specific tactical mission. Whether that be getting a team onto the
rooftop of a tall building with either manual or explosive breaching tactics.
This course also teaches the operator how to handle problems and/ or
emergencies while on-line. This includes, but not limited to, self-rescue procedures, buddy rescues, line transfers, ascending ropes and shooting while
on-line.
In addition, the course instructors will cover current equipment and issues
(pros and cons) and operational anchor- point safety procedures. Students
will become comfortable on-line while wearing their tactical gear. Depending on site location, Simunition/ Force on Force style products or live-fire
shooting may be used during training. Scenarios may be used to apply and
reinforce the training skills provided.
Course developed by Kelly Canterbury.

Tacflow has been proudly serving members of our nation’s military, law enforcement, security professionals, responsible patriots, and citizens of our
allied nations since 2009
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LAW ENFORCEMENT HOSTING OPTIONS
Our Mobile Training Teams (MTT) make getting the training you need, where and when you need it
a reality. By offering both Open Enrollment & Closed (Private) hosting options, we are able to send
our instructors to you. This allows agencies to save on costs of travel and per diems, as well as getting their teams trained on location in cases such as our Police Sniper Response to a Public Venue
Course™.

» CLOSED COURSES
Closed courses are available when you have a minimum students (depending on course) you wish to have
trained at your location. For LE/ MIL profession specific courses, this is usually 10-15. This can include students from neighboring departments or multiple agencies who are pre-approved to team up on a course.

How Does It Work?
You help provide the facilities needed for the course (Ex: classroom, range, shoot house, vehicles, etc…).
We will provide an all inclusive quote based off of the course, instructors, and number of students. (Includes
all travel and instructor costs)
Note: This has become our most popular hosting option. The benefit between the Closed Course and an Open
Course is that with less administrative and marketing costs on our side, we are able to pass those on in the form of
lower costs for you.

» OPEN/ RESTRICTED ENROLLMENT COURSES
As the host department/ agency, you have a minimum of 4 pre-approved students you wish to have trained at
your location. This can include students from neighboring departments & agencies. We ask for this because
we have worked with agencies since 2009, and know that budgets and department politics can complicate the
sign up process, so having a jump is a must to avoid course cancellations.
To the best of your knowledge, you believe there is enough interest in your area for the particular course chosen. You must be willing to work with us and reach out and market the course to surrounding agencies to
meet a minimum of 10-15 students (depending on the course) for the course to run.
How Does It Work?
You agree to provide the facilities needed for the course (Ex: classroom, range, shoot house, vehicles, etc…).
We will provide a flier and handle registration requirements for the course, as well as adding the course to
our calendar, social media, and newsletter to help market the course.
If the minimum number of students is not reached within 3 weeks of the course, it will be cancelled or rescheduled at our discretion.
As long as the requirements are met, you will receive a minimum of 2 free slots for performing the host duties. This can be split between two agencies if you wish to co-host with another department to split cost and
responsibilities.
We provide all travel and instructor costs.
Note: Hosting an Open Enrollment course is more work and stress for the hosting agency or individual. You are
agreeing to take on the responsibility to help fill the course to the minimum number of students. Although we will
assist with marketing through our channels, our experience has shown that the true viability of the course lies mainly on the effort put in by the host in the area. We don’t say this to scare you, but rather to stress the responsibility
involved.

LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
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OPEN ENROLLMENT TRAINING
Our Civilian/ Open Enrollment Courses focus on real world situations and understanding human
behavior. These courses are available to all law abiding citizens, and are taught from the standpoint
of an armed or unarmed individual. The average response times for emergency 911 calls vary , but
range from around five (5) to over ten (10) minutes nationwide before a professional will be on scene. What does this mean? It is our responsibility to know what to do, how to protect ourselves, our
families, and our communities, because we are the first on scene. Our Open Enrollment Courses
are taught by the same top level instructors as our profession specific courses, but focus on the responsibilities and priority of life of the average citizen, shooting fundamentals, combat sport science and efficiency of movement.
Whether the student is a beginner, or an expert shooter, we have regularly scheduled courses available for all levels in Arizona and Texas, as well as through our Mobile Training Team Option. Rental
firearms are available at our Arizona location on a first come first serve basis.

» F E AT U R E D O P E N E N R O L L M E N T C O U R S E S
COMBAT PISTOL WITH SACP™
Two (2) to Three (3) Day Course
The Structural Alignment Combative Principals (SACP™) Combat Handgun
Course is designed to teach alignment of the body to a target while in a fluid
combat environment. The shooters ability to maintain a natural point of aim
while in a mobile defensive scenario positively reinforces other key tasks
covered in this course. It includes target identification, pistol theory, combat
marksmanship, proper weapons manipulation, and shooting while moving.
The intelligence of SACP™ forms a seamless bond between the upper and
lower body creating a stable, and mobile weapons platform. SACP™ Combat
Handgun is ideal for any skill level of individual looking to take their shooting, and body alignment to the next level of proficiency.

COMBAT CARBINE FUNDAMENTALS WITH SACP™
Two (2) to Three (3) Day Course
The Combative Carbine Course is built to utilize your natural point of aim in
a mobile defensive situation. It includes target identification, rifle theory,
combat marksmanship, proper weapons manipulation, and shooting while
moving. The intelligence of SACP™ forms a seamless bond between the upper and lower body creating a stable, and mobile weapons platform. SACP™
Combat Carbine is ideal for any skill level of individual looking to take their
shooting, and body alignment to the next level of proficiency.

PISTOL CARBINE TRANSITION & ADVANCED MOVEMENT
Three (3) Day Course
This advance course is offered directly after our 2 day Carbine Fundamentals course. Students will continue to implement the fundamentals learned,
and build additional skills including shooting on the move, peels, working in
teams/ bounding, extended distances, advanced SACP and use of cover and
concealment.
Prerequisite– Tacflow Combat Carbine Fundamentals.

OPEN ENROLLMENT TRAINING
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BASIC LONG RANGE PRECISION RIFLE
Two (2) or Three (3) Day Course
This course focuses on solid fundamentals of marksmanship and proficient
operation of the scoped rifle. Students will learn how to judge and estimate
distance, read wind, use of the Mil-Dot reticle, shooting positions and alternate platforms, and how to account for other environmental variables and
how those variables are accounted for through manipulation of their optic
systems.

ADVANCED LONG RANGE PRECISION RIFLE
Two (2) or Three (3) Day Course
Focusing on advanced rifle marksmanship and weapons manipulation allowing the student to maintain continuity of fire in an environment where
enviromentals are frequently changing. Students will be exposed to range
estimation allowing them to successfully engage long-range targets utilizing
a mil dot type reticle. Alternate firing positions and less than ideal situations
will also be stressed. Allowing the student to accurately engage targets in
any situation. Introduction to spotting will also be covered to help the student understand wind and exterior ballistics.

BUSINESSMAN TRAVELERS AWARENESS
Two (2) to Three (3) Day Course
Students will learn how to be more aware of themselves and their surroundings while traveling domestically and abroad. Instruction consists of classroom, controlled scenarios, range time, and culminate in real world practical
exercises with role players. You will learn how to identify possible threats,
and how not to be a victim. Scenarios will range from how to walk and interact with locals, to what to do in the event of a public terrorist attack/ active
shooter situation. Range time is a quick familiarization with common weapons you may find access to during international travel, how to clear them
and fire in the case of an emergency. Practical exercises include moving
from one location to another, while trying to identify if you have been followed, or are being watched and observed by live actors.

LEVEL 1 LARGE CALIBER RIFLE COURSE
One (1) Day Course
This 8-hour basic course is designed for the civilian rifle enthusiast who
would like to receive formal training on the 50 Cal or 338 Lapua rifle platforms. Students may bring their own rifle or use a provided 50 Cal. Topics
include– fundamentals of marksmanship, custom shooter analysis, muzzle
velocity verification, ballistic application & use, long range target engagement, and tripod Introduction and Use (Reaper Grip, HOG Saddle, & SpecRest).

Students must be law abiding citizens and have no criminal history. Foreign
students are allowed within ITAR rules. Verification prior to course start may
be required.

OPEN ENROLLMENT TRAINING
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OPEN ENROLLMENT COURSE HOSTING OPTIONS
Our team is available to schedule private training for your or your group, as well as larger open enrollment courses at local ranges or training facilities through our Mobile Training Teams (MTT).

» C L O S E D / P R I V AT E C O U R S E S
For civilian closed courses, we can work with an individual, local business, range, or group who are interested
in private training. Students can range from 1-18, depending on the course..
How Does It Work?
We can either arrange to hold your course at one of our preferred facilities in Arizona or Texas, or you help
provide the facilities needed for the course (Ex: classroom, range, shoot house, vehicles, etc…).
We will provide an all inclusive quote based off of the course, instructors, and number of students. (Includes
all travel for instructors and additional instructor costs)

» OPEN ENROLLMENT COURSES
Our team holds regularly scheduled Open Enrollment courses in Arizona and Texas. Please check our schedule page and sign up for our newsletter for updates as new courses are added to the schedlule.
For civilian open courses outside our regularly scheduled options, we can work with a local business, range,
or group who are interested in bringing TacFlow training to your area. You have a minimum of 4 students
who have committed to signing up for the course. To the best of your knowledge, you believe there is enough
interest in your area for the particular course chosen. You must be willing to work with us to reach out and
market the course to surrounding area to meet a minimum of 10-15 students (depending on the course) for
the course to run.
How Does It Work?
We can either arrange to hold your course at one of our preferred facilities in Arizona or Texas, or you agree
to provide the facilities needed for the course (Ex: classroom, range, shoot house, vehicles, etc…).
We will provide a flier and handle registration requirements for the course, as well as adding the course to
our calendar, social media, and newsletter to help market the course.
If the minimum number of students is not reached within 3 weeks of the course, it will be cancelled or rescheduled at our discretion.
As long as the requirements are met, you will receive a minimum of 2 free slots or a discount rate agreed upon for performing the host duties. This can be split .

We provide all travel and instructor costs if applicable.

TACFLOW ACADEMY MISSION

The Tacflow Academy Team believes it is our duty to help cultivate the next generation of protectors. We have built a team of subject matter experts and progressive course developers who have
dedicated their mission proven expertise to problem solving and preparing current and future
men and women on the front lines for the threats they face in the world today. We work to inspire, challenge, and motivate every student who comes through our program.

OPEN ENROLLMENT TRAINING
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MILITARY TRAINING
Tacflow’s proprietary military training options encompass both a Close Quarter Program- which includes all levels from hand to hand, bladed technology, pistol, and carbine, and our Sniper Program,
which includes basic to advanced as well as urban and rural blocks of instruction. We can also incorporate TECC, Tracking, Battlefield Forensics and other specialty training through our strategic partnerships.

» TA C F L O W C O M B AT I V E S & C L O S E Q U A R T E R C O M B AT P R O G R A M
PHILOSOPHY
The Tacflow philosophy to building a successful military operator begins
with the discovery phase, where students learn to mentally see themselves
as a true weapon system, rather than someone who uses a weapon. Close
Quarter Combat- CQC brings you face to face with your enemies, and any
hesitation can quickly lead to death. The commitment to true violence must
be accepted, or all other training will fail in combat. From here, we develop
the tools and scale-able levels of force around the weapon system. We show
how behavior and coding will allow him to pick any tool and be able to utilize it as an extension of himself- knife, pistol, carbine, rifle- they are all just
extensions of our will.
Courses Curriculums Include▪

Combative Transitions to Your Firearm (Military Police)

▪

Combative Carbine with SACP™

▪

Straight to Penetrate

▪

Combative Carbine to Blade, Pistol, Empty Hand Transitions

» TA C F L O W S N I P E R P R O G R A M
HISTORY
The Tacflow Sniper Program is the continuation of the Craft International
Sniper Program. After C.Kyle was killed, the instructors who taught together
under the Craft banner chose to stay together and come under Tacflow
moving forward.

PHILOSOPHY
The Tacflow teaching methodology is built on the foundation that all platforms are interlinked. Courses are developed and instructed by current or
former operators who understand your rules of engagement, deployment
zones, and physical and mental skills required to be successful.
Courses Curriculums Include▪

Basic- Level I Sniper

▪

Intermediate– Level II Sniper

▪

Advanced Rural Operations

▪

Advanced Urban Operations

MILITARY TRAINING
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SECURITY PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
The Tacflow Private Security Program is designed specifically for high level security professionals
who work in low signature environments domestically and abroad. We offer courses designed specifically for small security teams that can be held in Arizona or through sending our team to you.

» F E AT U R E D S E C U R I T Y C O U R S E S
LOW SIGNATURE DOMESTIC PROTECTIVE DETAIL
This program is designed to provide students with the knowledge, skills and
abilities to conduct 1-2 man protective operations for dignitaries, public officials and other persons who require this specialized service due to imminent threats to their safety. Students will receive both classroom and hands
on training. Upon successfully completing this program, students will be
able to conduct protective operations for their clients to include threat identification and assessment, coordinating and performing motorcade operations and other protective detail functions, designing and establishing site
security and planning security at special events. Students will also be able to
perform support functions and be able to provide assistance to law enforcement agencies.
Course developed by Rigo Durazo.

LOW SIGNATURE GLOBAL PROTECTIVE DETAIL
This is an advanced program for higher level executive protectors tasked to
work in small teams of 1-2 men internationally, many times not able to carry
firearms. Students will receive both classroom and hands on training to protect dignitaries, public officials and other persons who require this specialized service due to imminent threats to their safety. Upon successful completion, students will be able to conduct protective operations for their clients globally. This includes preparation, legalities, risk assessments, how to
develop a kidnap and ransom response, who it would be associated with,
transportation, and much more. We will go through the behavioral elements
of the job, both in dealing with your client, how to not look like security, and
profiling potential threats.
Course developed by Rigo Durazo

We are able to provide or recommend security services by high level professionals for your next mid
to high risk operation.
Email Info@Tacflow.com with your security needs.
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